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Project Background
Located on the Lake Shore Campus of Loyola University, Cuneo Hall is a four-story academic building plus
basement that was constructed in 2011-2012, The new building is sited at the center of campus (in place of an
existing building that was recently demolished) and was modeled, both in appearance and concept, after a
neighboring classroom building constructed in 1908. The Cuneo Hall building is approxinlately 65,515
and is
made up offour above-ground levels serving classroom, seminar and office spaces, The basement level is used as
the main mechmlical equipment room and also provides some additional classroom space, The main design intent
of the building is to act as a passive house with active participation for operation by its occupants. Active
monitoring in tills building allows for optimization of energy usage while maintaining comfortable temperahtreS
and indoor air quality and providing information awareness of the building environment for occupants,

fe

Project Statement
Due to increasing utility costs and the recent emphasis on green technology, energy conservation is paramount
In
2008, Elara Engineering was called upon by Loyola University to design the mechanical, electrical, plWllbing, fIre
protection and information technology systems for this sustainable, high-perfonllance academic building now
known as Cuneo HalL The basis of de,sign included a thermally broken exterior building envelope with insulation
values well above code required minimwns and ml overall tight building construction, highly efficient mechanical
systems, nahlfal ventilation integrated with an interior atTillll and raised skylight with automated awning
windows and daylight harvesting with a state of the art fully dimmable lighting control system all contributing to
the University's goal of achieving a Leadership in Energy mId Environmental Design (LEED) Gold rating for the
building, Elara' s innovative design techniques maximized the use of passive systems first, followed by state of the
art active systems when needed to provide an extraordinary building for higher education learning,

Passive Svstems
Working in collaboration with the entire design team, several passive strategies were identifIed for
implementation at Cuneo Hall based on the simple premise that one cannot improve energy savings on a system
that is off
Nahlral Ventilation: Based on several energy and mathematic models of the building, it was determined that
CWlCOHall was an ideal cmldidate for natural ventilation, This determination was made due to the following: a)
the architect's plan for a traditional high mass masonry structure providing significant thermal mass for night
harvesting; b) the building location near Lake Michigml mId vvithin a walking green cmnpus; c) design temn
experience with another building on campus that has demonstrated that natural ventilation provides superior
indoor comfort and air quality with positive feedback from both faculty and staff The center atriwn/raised
skylight at Cuneo Hall acts as a chimney that draws air through the operable windows in the classrooms and
faculty offices through large trmlsfer ducts into the atriwn, The draft of the chimney was designed using both
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis and bulk air flow models, The driver of the draft is thermal
buoyancy enhanced by solar heat in the skylight well above the occupied zone mId further improved by wind due
to the geometry of the skylight and roof angles to create a negative pressure, From a control standpoint, tile
ventilation system is partially automated requiring interaction with the building users for operation, The building
automation system (BAS) detenllines whetIler the outside conditions meet the pre-determined criteria for natural
ventilation, When the system goes into natural ventilation, all mechmlical fans and pumps shut off, the skylight
awning windows open automatically and a notification is sent to the users that the system has switched t6 nahrral
ventilation via LED lights in each room and LCD screens in the lobby, Once tllis occurs, the notifications instruct
users to open the windows throughout the building as needed to maintain comfort, When the system is switched
out of nahlral ventilation mode, a notification is again sent to the users to close the windows, There are contacts
on the windows to confIml that they are closed before the mechanical system is activated for individual rooms,
There are also alarms created by tile BAS if someone fails to close the windows and the indoor conditions drift
h
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out of a pre-detennined range, During the unoccupied mode when the outside windows should be closed, there are
automatic dampers in a large duct that allow outside air to be drawn in the bottom of the atrium to facilitate
cooling the thermal mass during the night. Building models predicted that the system will be in nahlral
ventilation mode approximately 28% of the occupied hours during the year,
Nahlral Davlight: With high finished ceilings in the classrooms and correspondingly high windows, the building
design allows for deep penetration of natural light into each room, The large classrooms are each equipped with
Venetian motorized blinds such that the upper section of the bllnds acts as a light shelf to further reflect natural
light deeper into the space, The lighting control system includes light level sensors that automatically dim the
lights in response to natural daylight Also the atrimll is designed to bring natural daylight into the core of the
building, Since the orientation of the building was determined by the relationship of Cuneo Hall and the e:.usting
east quad, passive shading was not feasible for all of the windows, In those areas where it was needed, motorized
roller shades were incorporated that respond to the orientation of the Sl1l1 to minimize solar gain and reduce glare,
Thermal Envelope: As part of the design team, Elara collaborated with the architect to specify a completely
thermally broken exterior building envelop, This included custom thermally broken masonry anchors and
insulation that provided R-38 walls and an R-60 roof. Tliple glazing was considered, but ultimately double
thenllally broken low-E glazing approached the same performance as triple glazing,

Active Systems
Once passive strategies were maximized for the building, Elara addressed the remaining building needs through
energy efficient, state of the art active building systems,
Heating Plant: The Cuneo Hall facility includes an independent boiler plant which features three new condensing
natural gas boilers located inside the cupola of the new building, Each boiler is rated at a maximum delivery of
752 MBtu/hr and is equipped with a gas bmner with a 5: I turndown ratio, These boilers produce low temperahlre
hot water (maximum of 140°F supply with 25° 6.T) that is piped throughout the building to serve radiant panels,
active chilled beams, air handler coils and miscellaneous cabinet heaters and VA V coils, Hot water is distributed
via two hot water pumps (7,5 HP) equipped with variable frequency drives (VFDs) acting in parallel to actively
distribute hot water for space heating, The condensing boiler technology used at Cuneo Hall increased the
efficiency of the boiler plant by as much as 30% when compared to conventional systems, Tllis translates into a
30% increase in available heating energy with the same fuel usage,
Cooling Plant: Cuneo Hall was designed to function without an independent cooling plant and instead relies on
the campus' main chilled water plant and tmderground distribution system for space cooling, The existing campus
chilled water plant supplies chilled water to Cuneo Hall's basemcnt mechanical room and mechanical penthouse
through the building's dual temperature pipe risers which are equipped with automatic change over valves, Two
chilled water pumps (7,5HP) equipped with VFDs operate in parallel to modulate delivery based on demand,
Distribution Svstcm: The basis of design for Cuneo Hall was to de-couple sensible heating and cooling loads from
ventilation and latent loads through the use of radiant heating and cooling in classrooms and chilled beam units in
facuIty offices, Studies have demonstrated that occupants are comfortable at higher temperatures in cooling due to
the radiant energy exchange with colder surfaces in their view, Similarly, occupants are comfortable at lower
temperahlres in heatillg through radiant heat. This phenomenon results in energy savings through elevated
summer set points and lower winter set points in the radiant conditioned classrooms, Further, the cost to transport
sensible heat utilizing water is approximately 1/10 the equivalent energy that would be required to transport the
same energy utilizing air.
A low mass, ceiling-embedded radiant polypropylene capillary mat system was selected for the classroom areas
and was suspended from the above floor slab, This system maximizes the response time to the space and makes
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the radiant surface more uniform in temperature, The radiant panels utilize a two-pipe dual temperature
distributiol1system with dedicated pumps equipped with VFDs. An active chilled beam system was utilized for
faculty office areas because the occupancy for those spaces is highly variable, The goal in these areas is to setback/up the temperarnres in those offices when unoccupied with the capability to quickly respond to the demand
when the offices become occupied, The active chilled beams operate with a low inlet static pressure requirement
that allows for relatively smaller sized air distribution equipment and reduced fan energy, VA V boxes were also
utilized to connect several chilled beam units together to retain the building's ability to shut the primary air off by
zone when unoccupied and further reduce fan energy, Elara designed the chilled beams for a dual temperature,
two-pipe distribution system with dedicated pumps equipped with VFDs to modulate delivery based OIl demand,
Ventilation Equipment: Clmeo Hall's ventilation system was designed as a demand control dedicated outside air
system (DOAS) in winter operation, Since the peak sensible load in the large classrooms could not be met
independently with the radiant panels, in SlUllmer mechanical cooling operation a return air path is incorporated,
h1 this mode, there is a BAS algorithm that calculates the minimum outside air required to meet ventilation for the
zone with the greatest demand, There are hot wire anemometers that measure dIe outside air quantities at each air
handler to provide accurate information to the BAS, There are three custom variable air vohulle air handling units
(AHUs) located throughout the facility that provide fresh air to spaces based on occupancy utilizing carbon
dioxide sensors with temperature override, The temperature override was included as a safety measure should the
radiant ceiling were unable to meet the sensible load, AHU-l is a 15,000 cubic feet per minute (CFM) lU1itlocated
in the basement mechanical room and is dedicated to supplying fresh air to the seminar rooms on floors one
through drree, AHU-2 is a 5,000 CFM unit located in the mechanical penthouse and is dedicated to supplying
fresh air to the chilled beam tUlits for office areas on HOOfS two through four, AHUs 1 and 2 were designed for
48°F discharge air temperature in cooling with high induction diffusers in the space, This low delivery
temperature provides improved latent removal for the classrooms and also lowers the dew point allowing for
lower temperature radiant cooling panels without the risk of condensation, Further, the lower air supply
temperature provides a greater contribution of sensible cooling from the air handler utilizing very low air supply
quantities, Finally, AHU-3 is a 5,000 CFM tmit located in the basement mechanical room and dedicated to
providing fresh air to the basement seminar rooms and support spaces. All of the air handling units were
specified to include an enthalpy energy recovery wheel, economizer wheel by-pass dampers (to avoid lllll1eCessary
pressme drop through the energy recovelY wheel when not in use) and VFDs for freeze protection, Enthalpy
wheels allow both sensible and latent heat to be exchanged across the supply and return air streams to further
reduce the energy input required to condition outside air, Each air handler also llses a MERV 13 final filter 011 the
downstream air side to further improve indoor air quality and maintain delivery conditions consistent widl
ASHRAE 62.1.
As discussed above, a significant portion of the ventilation design for the building is based on natural ventilation
through the use of operable windows, When the combination of the stack effect and wind induced draft is not
sllfficient in dle natural ventilation mode, there are two smoke exhaust fans that are operated on low speed
(similar to a whole house fan) to supplement the exhaust. Building models predict dlat these fans will seldom be
needed, In addition to the smoke exhaust fans, there are two toilet exhaust fans rated at 2,500 CFM each and
equipped with VFDs that serve stacked men's and women's toilet rooms on each floor. The toilet exhaust fans
are equipped with demand response motorized dampers that open only when the space is occupied,
Controls: Cuneo Hall utilizes a direct digital control (DDC) system to actively monitor and control all mechanical
systems throughout the building, The facility controls are tied back into the campus' main control interface for
active remote monitoring. Additionally,the
Cuneo Hall DDC system is tied into an existing Slln and weadler
station (located at a nearby building) to actively control and moni tor the operable sky light louver, classroom
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motorized blinds and motorized skylight windows, Finally, the Cuneo facility is also equipped with individual
utility meters to allow for constant trending and archiving of achlal energy perfonnance.

Barriers to Implementation
Elara's design featuring radiant panels created several coordination challenges throughout the project design and
construction phases, Because the embedded capillary tubing is a fairly new system to be used in the United States,
it poses difficulties when coordinating the specifications and inputs from all parties involved - engineers,
architectg, contractors, etc, Since the rudianl panel array was assembled on the ground and lifted up to the ceiling,
significant attention to detail during the installation process was required, This varied in detail from perfonning
installation mockups for contractors to become more familiar with the process, pre-designing custom framing for
proper spacing and the complete coordination of all systems and equipment to be located in the ceiling (at or
above the panel level), This presented a specific challenge in addressing proper lighting, fire protection
(sprinkler), wireless network access and air distribution.
Not only was a high level of coordination required as a result of the radiant panel system, the ceiling heights for
the Cuneo Hall building were very limited, In order to align with the appearance and design of the neighboring
classroom building upon which ClUleo Hall was modeled, the total height of the building was fixed, The existing
1908 classroom building included 3-levels above grade with high ceilings to promote natural ventilation whereas
Cuneo Hall is 4-levels above grade at a similar total building height, In order to work within the total height
constraints of the building and maintain the architect's desired finished ceiling heights in individual rooms, the
latent and sensible loads were addressed separately via chilled beam and radiant systems in conjlmction with
dedicated outside air delivery systems to minimize the amount and size of necessary ductwork Nevertheless, the
integration of building systems into the tight ceiling and support spaces was still highly congested, As a result, the
project was converted to Building Information Modeling (BIM) during construction allowing contractors and the
design team to collaborate in greater detail and ensure an efficient and practical construction of the project.

Justification for Claim of Excellence
Energy Efficiencv: As described above, the Cuneo Hall design focused on energy efficiency at each level of
design starti.ng with maximizing the passive elements of the building by keeping energy intensive systems off
whenever possible (mechanical systems off when natural ventilation is available, lights off when natural daylight
is available and maximizing the thenllal envelope of the building), Once passive strategjes were maximized, the
active systems were optinlized starting at the room level and working back to the central plant. At the room level
set points were extended due to radiant heating and cooling systems, distribution energy was minimized due to
decoupling sensible and ventilation/latent loads and intelligently modulating :flow based on demand, and finally
source equipment efficiencies were maximized, With modified DOAS lUlits and CO2 sensors in each space, the
ventilation system modulates as required to meet indoor air quality while avoiding over-ventilation of lightly
occupied or unoccupied spaces, Addi.tional energy is recovered through the use of enthalpy wheels,
Indoor Air Qualitv: Elara's desi.gn centered on natural ventilation and occupant-controlled operable windows
which maximized ventilation effectiveness and indoor air quality throughout the facility, The natural ventilation
design featured a cross ventilation path from the outside operable windows to the center atrium exhaust. In
mechanical ventilation mode, each space is equipped with CO2 sensors that provided control feedback to the BAS
system to modulate the fTesh air supply as needed to meet ASHARE 62, L The fresh air supply units are also
equipped with MERV 13 filtcrs for improved air quality, Finally, the ability to consistently control building
conditions also helps to maintain the fac;ade and prevent i.nfiltration while keeping occupants comfortable,
Innovation:
neighboring

Cuneo Hall is a highly innovative design that embodies the character and basic concepts from a
early 1900's building and blends them with new teclmologies to promote a state of the art,
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educational environment partially controlled by building occupants, Specifically, the use of embedded capillary
hlbing to form radiant ceiling panels for sensible heating and cooling was ilUlOvative in its application to the
United States and the City of Chicago, Finally, the spatial constraints of the building necessitated the use of BIM
software for maximum coordination,
Operation & Maintenance: The installation of energy efficient equipment widl automated control and active
central monitoring contributes to enhanced operation, maintenance and reliability, The remote BAS monitoring
system provides SOlUldcontrol and operation because of its ability to monitor and vary the output of mechanical
systems in real-time, The use of freeze protection at the air handling lU1its contributes to the long life of the coils
and reduces associated maintenance costs. Similarly, the tight envelope construction and building pressurization
control along with nahrral ventilation slows the process of wear and deterioration to the building far;;ade and
minimizes potential maintenance,
Cost Effectiveness: Cuneo Hall's equipment selection was centered on sustainable design and high energy
performance. While tIllS attributed to a relatively high project capital cost, cost savings are realized in the annual
energy reductions reflected in building operation, Because this is a newly constructed facility, Elara's design
intent was to install systems and features that would outpert'onn cOllventional systems in both efficiency and
service life, While there isn't a direct cos.t savings associated with tillS characteristic, it does ensure system
reliability and minimizes potential operation and maintenance costs, Finally, approximately $230,000 in
incentive funding was procured tIlrough tIle energy savings demonstrated by tile installed systems in operation,
Environmental Impact: The selection of high efficiency equipment (low NOx condensing boilers) and sustainable
systems minimized the overall utility input to the building, The namre of tIle design intent and operational
abilities of the discussed mechanical systems significantly minimized energy costs that would otherwise be
present in a conventional HVAC system, This translated into a clear reduction in the anlOunt ofhannful emissions
expelled into the atmosphere. Negative envirolUuental impact was also minimized by featuring a green space for
much of the building's roof Additionally, the incorporation of occupant participation in buildil~g operation is
intended to educate stlldents as to the sustainable features throughout lhe building and encourage occupants to
promote energy efficiency in their daily lives, In doing so, Cuneo Hall has the potential to positively impact the
environment well beyond dle building footprint and far into tile fumre,
Result
The most significant result from Clmeo Hall is reflected in its demonstrated overall energy savings, The
1
calculated energy cost index for tI1e designed building was ($0,521 ft2) , which meets tile minimum standard for a
LEED Gold rating, Since all of tile energy usage at CW1eo Hall is measured (Btu meters for hot and chilled water
supply and electric sub-meters for lighting, plug loads, mechanical systems and miscellaneous loads), actual
energy usage measurements are already available, After the fust two months offull data (July and August) and
after normalizing for the weather illfluenced portion of energy, CWleo Hall is performing almost 63% better than
tile design model predicted, The building model predicted that the ClUleo Hall would utilize 60% less energy than
ASHRAE 90,1 and tIle actual energy is 79% lower tIuU1ASHRAE 90,1. On a kbhl per square foot per year basis,
the building model predicted that the annual energy use for the building would be 59, We are currently on target
to achieve 22 ktbul sq ftlyear. These early extraordinary results illustrate how carefully integrated designs that
start with maximizing the passive systems first in the design process and keep the active systems as simple as
possible can deliver. A rating of LEED Gold is expected for Cuneo HalL
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liOin two months of actual recorded utility performance;

adjusted for natural gas consumption
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